
Using Active Learn 
 
We have been really fortunate to be able to access some super 
learning resources produced by the publishers, Pearson. Due to the 
coronavirus outbreak, they have allowed free access to the online 
learning platform called ActiveLearn.  
Accounts have now been set up for all pupils in Class 3 and children 
can log in to this via www.activelearnprimary.co.uk 
Children will login using a Username, password and school code, which 
will be given to you via email.  
 

 
 
Pupil Home 
Once logged into pupil world, they’ll arrive at the Pupil Home. 
Children can personalise their home screen by choosing a world, which 
include Race World, Treetops World, Skate World and Future World. 
This page is interactive so will come to life when objects are clicked 
on. They will also see that they have been given a new name. I have 
given each child a name for use on the Active Learn either a girl or 
boy Viking first name and a Manx place or location for their surname.  
 

 



My Stuff 
My Stuff is where the children can find activities, tasks or games 
that have been allocated to them. To get them started I have 
included some books to read (with interactive questioning and support 
to read if required) and some spelling and grammar tasks. Every child 
also has access to the Maths Factor which is a great daily maths 
workout. Independent reading using Bug Club books are a super 
resource as they check children’s understanding of the reading as 
they go through the book. Small Bug icons appear throughout the 
books – children should click on these and questions or small tasks 
will appear and should be completed – children will be rewarded for 
this with treasure they can spend in My Rewards. I will be able to 
monitor how they get along with this when I check on their activity.   
 

 
 
My Library 
My Library is where units of games and books read go to after a 
pupil has completed them. Here children can re-play any units or 
read books again for extra practice. I will be able to see what the 
children have done and how they have got along answering the 
questions and completing any tasks or games.  
  

 
 



My Rewards 
My Rewards is where the children can go to select their rewards. 
They can also customise avatars, decorate a tree house, play games 
in the Games Zone and Skate Shack. The more units the children 
complete, children read, do maths, the more rewards (treasure) they 
can unlock and buy. The total treasure they have collected can be 
seen on the home page in the treasure chest.  
 
Grown Ups 
This is extra information for parents about how the site operates and 
how to support your child with this learning resource. 
 
I will be regularly checking children’s progress as the site allows me 
to see any activity related to your child’s account, but I also 
welcome any feedback from them about how they are getting on with 
using the resources allocated to them.  
It is not something I envisage the children accessing every day, but 
could be used along with the other suggested activities from Class 3 
Learning suggestions page on Ballaugh School website. 
 
I really hope the children enjoy their learning using this exciting 
resource. Please feel free to contact me with any queries, questions 
or feedback about how they are getting on. 
 
Best wishes, 
Kate 
 
PS. 
Use this weblink to take you to the Help section of the Activelearn 
website for more information on how it all works. 
 
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/help?c=student 
 


